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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a methodology and algorithms of 
optimizing and smoothing the tool orientation control for 5-axis 
sculptured surface machining.  A searching method in the 
machining configuration space (C-space) is proposed to find the 
optimal tool orientation by considering the local gouging, rear 
gouging and global tool collision in machining.  Based on the 
machined surface error analysis, a boundary search method is 
developed first to find a set of feasible tool orientations in the C-
space to eliminate gouging and collision.  By using the minimum 
cusp height as the objective function, we first determine the locally 
optimal tool orientation in the C-space to minimize the machined 
surface error.  Considering the adjacent part geometry and the 
alternative feasible tool orientations in the C-space, tool 
orientations are then globally optimized and smoothed to minimize 
the dramatic change of tool orientation during machining.  The 
developed method can be used to automate the planning and 
programming of tool path generation for high performance 5-axis 
sculptured surface machining.  Computer implementation and 
examples are also provided in the paper.    

Key Words: 5-axis CNC machine, sculptured surface 
machining, optimal tool orientation, configuration space search, 
edge detection algorithm, CAD/CAM 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Five-axis NC machines are widely used in machining of 
sculptured surfaces such as aircraft parts, turbine blades, impellers, 
propellers, 3D cams, molds and dies.  Since 5-axis machines have 
two more degrees of freedom than traditional 3-axis machines, 5-
axis machining offers many advantages over 3-axis machining, 
including better tool accessibility, faster material removal rates and 
improved surface finish [Choi 98, Jerard 91].  To make the best use 
of 5-axis machines, however, we have to solve more complicated 
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interference (gouging and collision) problems and to determine the 
optimal tool orientations for complex surface machining.   

Gouging and tool collision are the main problems in 
machining sculptured surfaces [Lee 95, Suresh 94].  As shown in 
Figure 1, the cutter interference in 5-axis machining can be 
classified into three types, local gouging, rear gouging and global 
collision, according to the interference checking area [Deng 96, 
Ray 92].  Local gouging refers to the removal of the excess material 
in the vicinity of the cutter contact (CC) point due to the mismatch 
in curvatures between the tool swept surface and the part surface at 
the CC point.  Several researchers have developed techniques to 
detect and avoid local gouging by comparing the effective cutting 
curvature of the tool swept surface to the normal curvature of the 
part surface at the CC point [Kruth 99, Lee 95, Rao 00].  As shown 
in Figure 1, rear gouging exists when the interference occurs 
between the bottom of the endmill cutter and the part surface.  
Global collision is the interference of the cylindrical part of the tool 
or tool holder and the part surface, including fixtures [Choi 98, Lo 
99, Lee 95, Elber 99].  Choi et al.[1993] proposed a scheme that 
searched the feasible regions considering the special case of marine 
propeller machining and minimized cusp heights derived 
analytically.  As for the optimal tool orientation or good positioning 
issues, many studies are using concepts of differential geometry 
such as local curvature properties [Rao 00, Jensen 93, Lee 97b, 
Kruth 99].  The curvature-matching schemes have some difficulties 
handling rear gouge and global collision in a unified manner [Choi 
98].   

Currently, the available commercial CAD/CAM software for 
5-axis machining still lacks flexibility when specifying the tool 
orientation and tool path distribution for complex surface 
machining [Choi 93, Kim 95, Lee 97a].  Traditionally the 
orientation of the endmill has remained fixed during machining.  
For example, the tool orientation is set to an angle that ranges from 
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3o to 10o off the principal surface normal during tool motion.  
Although this approach is demonstrably more efficient than 3-axis 
sphere-endmill machining [Vickers 89], gouging and tool collision 
problems remain, and scallops left on surface need manual grinding 
and reworking of the machined surface [Lee 98a, Li 94, Marciniak 
87].  Although inclining the cutter generally prevents its trailing 
edge from dragging across the surface, this fixed-orientation 
method suffers some machining efficiency and gouging problems.  
These problems are exacerbated when the sculptured surfaces 
become more complex.  The traditional fixed-orientation practice 
cannot effectively prevent gouging problems during tool path 
planning for complex surface machining.   

Machined surface errors resulting from tool path generation 
are typically determined using posterior tool path checking and 
graphic visualization techniques [Choi 98, Elber 99, Morishige 99].  
Although these checking techniques have proven useful in 
identifying the tool path errors after actual machining, the problems 
of generating an error-free tool path remain.  Currently, intensive 
user interaction is still needed while using CAD/CAM software to 
generate NC part programs for sculptured surface machining, which 
requires considerable checking, verification, and reworking [Kim 
95, Lee 97b, Rao 00].  These problems must be solved so that the 
full advantages of 5-axis machining can be exploited more widely. 

In this paper, we focus on the investigation of a searching 
method in the machining configuration space (C-space) based on 
the different machining constraints and a global smoothing method 
to find the optimal tool orientation for 5-axis machining.  We start 
with a tool path given as a sequence of cutter contact points.  We 
will find at each cutter contact point the orientation of the tool that 
minimizes cusp height while avoiding gouging and interference.  
Our method works by considering the parameter space for tool 
orientations, and finding the region(s) of orientations that avoid 
gouging and interference.  We then find the point within each 
region that results in minimum cusp height.  Key to our method is 
determining cusp height and detecting gouging/ interference.  We 
discuss the former in Sections 3 to 4 and the latter in Section 5.  
Section 6 presents a complete algorithm of finding the global 
optimal tool orientations for 5-axis machining, followed by the 
examples and the concluding remarks.   

2.  TOOL ORIENTATION CONTROL IN 5-AXIS 
MACHINING 
In this section, the coordinate systems of 5-axis machining and 

the cusp height analysis are first introduced and they will be used 
later in the algorithms for gouging/interference detection.  In Figure 
2, the three unit vectors and a cutter contact (CC) point rc are used 
to construct a local orthogonal coordinate frame (f, t, n, rc), called 
the CC-coordinate system: f denotes the unit vector for the cutter 
feed direction which is tangent to the surface; n denotes the unit 
normal vector of the surface; t is a unit tangent vector of the surface 
defined as t = n×f [Choi 98]. It is convenient to define a tool axis 
vector u of a flat-endmill in the CC-coordinate system. As 
illustrated in Figure 2, the angle between tool axis vector u and 
normal vector n is called the tilt angle α, and if the tool is rotated 
around the normal vector n, the rotate angle is called the yaw angle 
β. In this paper, a tool orientation is defined by (α, β).  

To avoid gouging in sculptured surface machining, cutters can 
be tilted and rotated along the two additional axes to better fit the 
cutting shapes onto the curved surfaces [Chiou 99, Lo 99, Rao 00].  
Depicted in Figure 3(a) is the bottom face of a flat-endmill viewed 
from the cutter feed vector f.  The projected bottom face of the tool 
onto the t-n plane becomes an ellipse, which is called the effective 
cutting ellipse E [Choi 98, Lee 98b].  As discussed earlier in [Chiou 
99, Choi 93, Kim 94, Lee 95], the cutting ellipse E is dependent on 
the tool orientation (α, β) and it is denoted as E(α, β).  By changing 
the angles (α, β), the cutter can be more closely fitted to the 
surface, as shown in Figures 3(b) and 3(c).  Notice that, in Figure 
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3(a), the major radius of the cutting ellipse E(α, β) is equal to the 
cutter radius r.  Let θ be the angle between the major axis of the 
ellipse E(α, β) and the y axis.  The θ and the minor radius a of the 
cutting ellipse E(α, β) are given as follows (also in Figure 3):  

 
|cossin| βαra =                                        (1) 

)sintan(tan 1 βαθ −= −                               (2) 
 

Figures 3(b) and 3(c) illustrate the effects of the cutting ellipse E(α, 
β)  by  changing the tilt (α) and yaw (β) angles.  Figure 3(b) shows 
the changes of the cutting ellipses E(α, β) according to the tilt angle 
α when the yaw angle β = 0.  The yaw angle β is related to the 
symmetry of the cutting ellipse E(α, β) as shown in Figure 3(c).  
The yaw angle has traditionally been fixed to zero in most of the 
previous methods, such as curvature matched machining methods 
[Marciniak 87].   

Figure 4 shows a machined surface that is determined by the 
silhouette of the cutter, including the instantaneous cutter cylinder 
and the effective cutting shape E(α, β) projected onto a 2D plane 
perpendicular to the cutting direction [Cho 93, Lee 95].  As shown 
in Figure 4, the cutting ellipse shape is a function of the tool 
orientation (α, β), and it can be used for finding the machined 
surface errors [Choi 93, Kim 94, Lee 95].  Since the exact cusp 
heights for 5-axis milling are determined by cutter movement along 
two adjacent tool paths, they can be computed only from an 
extensive cutting simulation and surface evaluation, as shown in 
Figure 4.  In an optimization process, however, it is almost 
impossible to consider simultaneously the tool orientations at all the 
CC points to calculate exact cusp heights h [Choi 98].  In previous 
research, the cusp height h is calculated after each cutting ellipse E 
is approximated by a circular arc whose radius is assigned to be the 
radius of curvature of the ellipse at its CC point [Kim 94, Li 94].  In 
another method [Choi 93], the cusp height is approximated by the 
identical ellipses. Both methods for cusp height approximation are 
simple to calculate but cannot reflect the effects of yaw angle.   

To simplify the computation, in this paper, we use a method 
for quick computing of the cusp heights h [Jun 02].  As shown in 
Figure 4(b), the approximate cusp height h is the normal distance 
from the position ps on the surface in the middle between two 
adjacent tool paths. As shown in Figures 4(b) and 4(c), the cusp 
height h can be found as follows:   

 
|p| i sh p−=     

( ) [ ]� SilhouetteShaftCutterEL ss __),(,i += βαnpp                 (3) 
 

where ps is a point on the part surface, ns is the surface normal at 
ps, and pi is the intersection of the normal line  L(ps, ns) and the 
cutting ellipse E(α, β) plus the cutter shaft silhouette located at 
surface point ps.  If neither the cutting ellipse nor the cylinder 
profile is intersected with the line (ps, ns), a preset value (i.e., 
machining thickness) is assigned as the cusp height, as shown in 
Figure 4(c).  Details of calculating the cusp height h as shown in 
Equation (3) can be found in [Jun 02].  The technique of quick-
estimation of the cusp height (h) is used to construct the machining 
configuration space for planning and decision, as discussed later in 
Section 4.   
 
 

3.  MACHINED SURFACE ERRORS ANALYSIS FOR 5-
AXIS MACHINING  
This section presents the formulation of machined surface 

analysis during 5-axis simultaneous tool motions, which will be 
used later in the algorithms of finding the optimal tool orientations.  
2 Copyright © 2002 by ASME 
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Due to the two additional rotation axes in 5-axis machining, both 
the cutter location (CL) and the tool orientation need to be 
determined in cutter path generation.  In 5-axis machining, because 
of the complex tool motion during machining, it is not easy to 
determine the cutter location (CL) and tool orientation data for 
complex surface machining with gouging avoidance [Jerard 91, Lee 
97a].  In this paper, we focus on the investigation of finding the 
admissible tool orientation for both gouging avoidance and global 
collision avoidance in 5-axis machining.   

In 5-axis machining, to avoid gouging around the cutter 
contact (CC) point, the effective cutting shapes E(α, β) of the cutter 
need to fit into the local surface shapes, as shown earlier in Figure 
3.  As shown in Figure 4(b), hleft and hright are the adjacent cusp 
heights at the cutter contact point, and they can be found by using 
Equation (3).  Given a cutter Ψ with a radius r and a set of pre-
defined cutter contact paths {CCi}, the effective cutting ellipse EΨ 
of the tool motions can be found as follows:  

 

EΨ = EΨ(Ψr , {CCi}) =  t
n

i 0=
EΨ

i(Ψr , {CCi})      (4) 

 
where {CCi}i=0,..,n  are the pre-defined cutter contact paths.  To 
find the machined surface errors, the cusp heights hi,left and 
hi,right of a set of given tool path {CCi} are calculated.  In the 
earlier work presented in [Chiou 99], the intermediate machined 
surface can be defined as the conjugate geometry of the shape 
generation function of the cutter and the part surface.  Given a 
cutter Ψ and a pre-defined tool path {CCi}, the machined part 

surface GΨ
i is the conjugate geometry defined by the swept 

envelope EΨ, and it can represented as follows:  
  

GΨ
i+1 = GΨ

i  - E
Ψ

i(Ψr, {CCi})                   (5)  
 

where GΨ
i is the current machined surface geometry G-buffer 

model at i  (and i ∈  [0, n]) and EΨ
i  is the effective cutting ellipse.  

The machined surface errors can be analyzed by using the 
constructed G-buffer models and the designed part surface.  Given 
a cutter Ψ and a pre-defined tool path {CCi}, the machined surface 

error δΨ can be found as follows:   
 

δΨ = ∆GΨ
n+1  =  GΨ

n+1  - PS                     (6)  
 

where PS is the designed part surface and GΨ
n+1 is the 

constructed G-buffer model of part surface updated by all the swept 
envelope EΨ

i as defined in Equation (5).  For manufacturing, the 

machined surface error δΨ needs to be controlled within a given 

tolerance τ (i.e., δ Ψ
 ≤ τ), shown as follows:   

 
|δΨ|=| ∆GΨ

t=tn|  = Max{hΨ
i,left, h

Ψ
i,right} 

i=0,…,n  ≤ τ                                                          (7)  
 
where δΨ is the maximum machined surface errors, hΨ

i,left and 

hΨ
i,right are the correspondent left and right cusp heights defined 

earlier, and τ is the allowable surface tolerance.  The machined 
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surface errors δΨ are used for the construction of the machining 
configuration space, as discussed in next section.    

4.    CONSTRUCTING MACHINING 
       CONFIGURATION SPACE (C-SPACE) AND FINDING 

THE FEASIBLE REGIONS 
In this paper, we are interested in developing a method to 

optimize 5-axis machining as well as eliminating gouging and 
global collisions during the tool path planning.  Our method works 
by considering the parameter space for tool orientations and finding 
the region(s) of orientations that avoid gouging and interference.  
To do so, a machining Configuration Space (C-Space) is 
constructed for optimizing multi-axis machining, as shown in 
Figure 5.  The earlier mentioned G-buffer model and the cusp 
height analysis by Equations (5)-(7) are used to construct the 
machining configuration space.  A Machining Configuration Space 
(MCS) of a given CC data CCi on a part surface PS machined with 
a cutter Ψ is defined as follows:   

MCS(Ψr, PS, {CCi})i=0,...,n  =  

,...,nii

i

i

0=
Ψ 















δ
β
α

    (8)  

 
where Ψr is the cutter of a radius r used in machining, PS  is the 
part surface, CCi is the given CC data = (f, t, n, rc)i,, αi and βi are 

the tilt angle and yaw angle in 5-axis machining, δi
Ψ is the cusp 

height at CCi with tool orientation (αi, βi) defined by Equation (7).  
Figure 5 shows the feasible tool orientation region (α, β) of a cutter 
contact point CCi on the part surface PS, which satisfies all the 
machining constraints by eliminating the local/rear gouging and the 
global collision, as defined by Equation (8).  

Since the tool orientation is determined by the (α, β) angle, the 
tool orientation optimization is to find (α, β) angle such that it not 
only minimizes the cusp heights but also satisfies the given 
constraints.  In this research, the tool position optimization problem 
for a given CCi is formulated as follows:   

 
Min.{Max.[hleft, hright]}                                 (9) 

       α, β 

Subject to: 1) 0°≤ α ≤ 90°, -90°≤ β ≤ 90°, 
 2) no gouging and collision,  

       3) no joint limit-over.   
This is a bi-variable constrained nonlinear optimization problem of 
non-differentiable functions.  To solve this problem efficiently, we 
investigate the characteristics of 5-axis sculptured surface 
machining. Some properties of the optimization problem are shown 
as follows:   

Property 1: The lower bound of the objective function is '0'.  
If a cusp height has a value less than zero, it means that there 
is a gouge and this is considered as infeasible in machining.  

Property 2: If a tool orientation (α, β)=(0, 0) is feasible, it is 
optimal.  

Since α ≥ 0, any cutting ellipses cannot go below the tangent 
plane at the CC point. This property applies to either convex 
surface, concave surface or flat surface.   

Property 3: The optimal solution lies on the boundary of the 
feasible region.  

Due to the fact that the feasible region is bounded by the 
machining and geometric constraints of Equation (9), the 
boundaries of the feasible region are the critical limits when 
the cutter has been pushed to the extreme orientation without 
violating these machining and geometric constraints.  If an 
orientation (α, β) for a given CC point is inside the feasible 
3 Copyright © 2002 by ASME 
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region, it means that there is room for the cutter to further push 
between the cutter and the part surface in the vicinity of the 
CC point.  So, the optimal solution always lies on the 
boundary of the feasible region.   

Figure 5 illustrates these properties.  To minimize the cusp heights, 
the cutter has to fit into the surface as closely as possible while it 
does not gouge or collide with the part surface.  Therefore, the 
optimal orientation (α, β) lies on the boundary of the feasible 
region.  As shown in Figure 5(a), when the surface is planar or 
convex in the vicinity of a CC point, the orientation (0,0) is optimal 
if there is no collision or gouging.  In Figure 5(b), when the surface 
is concave shape, the orientation (0,0) is no longer feasible due to 
local gouging and the optimal solution moves to the boundary of 
the new feasible region (with the minimum cusp height).  In Figure 
5(c), if a global collision exists between the cutter and the surface, 
the feasible tool orientation (α, β) is constrained to a smaller 
feasible region in the C-Space.  Thus the optimal solution changes 
to the feasible region boundary, as shown in Figure 5(c).  Notice 
that, in Figures 5(b) and 5(c), the searching of the feasible tool 
orientation moves the original infeasible candidate point (empty 
circle point in the diagram) to the new feasible point (solid circle 
point in the diagram), after the machining constraints are added to 
the C-space.  Before these adaptive searches can be conducted in 
the C-space, the boundaries of the feasible region need to be 
identified first, which we discuss in the next section.   

5. FINDING THE OPTIMAL FEASIBLE TOOL ORIENTAION 
IN THE C-SPACE 
Figure 6 shows the flowchart of finding the optimal feasible 

tool orientation for the given CC paths.  Given a cutter contact 
point CCi in the CC paths, the feasible regions of tool orientation 
(α, β) in the C-Space are first constructed and the local optimal tool 
orientation is selected.  The generated local optimal tool 
orientations for the CC paths are then processed to find the global 
optimal tool paths.  Two procedures, forward smoothing and 
backward smoothing, are conducted to find the global optimal tool 
orientations by reducing the dramatic changes of tool orientations 
during 5-axis machining, as shown in Figure 6.  Details of the 
procedures are discussed in this and the next section.   

To find the boundary of the feasible region in the C-Space, we 
developed an algorithm for constructing the C-space feasible region 
boundaries based on the edge detection technique from computer 
vision.  Figure 7 shows the procedure of finding the C-space 
feasible region boundaries.  To speed up the initial searching 
process, the (α, β) domain is divided into a coarse-grid mesh with a 
large (∆α,∆β) interval, as the rectangles shown in Figure 7(a).  
Once an initial feasible point (α, β) (shown as the double circle in 
Figure 7(a)) is initially detected by the coarse grid points, the fine-
grid mesh with a smaller (∆α’,∆β’) is used for detailed checking.  
In Figure 7(a), the fine grid points are shown as the circular points.  
The method is to use an edge detection algorithm to start at the 
initially detected boundary point (the double circle point in Figure 
7) and to find the boundary by marching along the feasible region.  
The edge detection algorithm works as follows (also in Figure 7).  
As shown in Figure 7, the boundary detection is done by looking 
forward from the current checking point (αk, βk) in the C-space.  If 
(αk, βk) is a feasible point, the next candidate point (αk+1, βk+1) 
is found by making a right turn from the current moving direction 
in the C-space, as shown in Figure 7(b).  On the other hand, if the 
current candidate point is not a feasible point, the next candidate 
point (αk+1, βk+1) is found by making a left turn, as shown in 
Figure 7(b).  By repeating the boundary searching procedure, we 
can construct the feasible region in the C-space.  Detailed algorithm 
of finding the C-space feasible region boundaries are shown as 
follows:   
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Algorithm_I._Boundary Search for Feasible Regions in The C-
Space  
Input:   Ψ:   Cutter Ψ with radius r,  
 τ:   acceptable tolerance of machined surface; 
 CCi:   ith CC-data;  
 {CG}: coarse grids {CG} in C-space; and  
 {FG}: fine grids {FG} in C-space;  
Output:  BFR{(α, β, δ)t}s:  boundary of feasible region BFRt,s 

where t=0,…,numbofpoints and 
s=0,…,numbofcontours;  

 LOCi,s: the local optimal orientation LOCi,s at CCi for 
each BFR(α, β, δ)t,s and 
s=0,…,numbofcontours.   

1.    Initialization:   
Close_Loop ⇐  0;  s_contour ⇐  0;  k ⇐  0; t ⇐  0;   

2.    Find the boundaries of all the feasible regions 
BFR{(α,β, δ)t=0,…,numbofpoints}s=0,…, numbofcontours:   

FOR (Each point CGk of the given coarse grids {CG} in C-space)    
{Find the machined error δΨ

k of CGk by using Equations (3)-(7);   

 IF ((δΨ
k ≤ τ) AND (CGk is NOT inside f any existing 

feasible regions BFRt,s=0,…,s_contour))    
{Find the first feasible point FGj(αj,βj) of the given fine_grids 
{FG} using CGk and Equation (7);  
Initial_Contour_Point ⇐  FGj(αj,βj); 
Close_Loop ⇐  0;   
t ⇐  0;   

WHILE(Close_Loop == 0) DO 
{ Calculate the cusp height δΨ

t+1 of the next fine_grid 
point FGt+1 by Equations (3)-(7);  

IF (δΨ
t+1 ≤ τ)  

{ Save FGt+1 as a feasible fine_grids; 
t ⇐  t+1; 
TURN RIGHT to find the next candidate FGt+1;   
} 

  ELSE  
    { t ⇐  t+1; 
    TURN LEFT to find the next candidate FGt+1;   } 
  IF (FGt+1 == Initial_Contour_Point)  

{Close_Loop ⇐  1;  }   /* close the  contour loop 
*/ 

              }  /* end of  while-do */ 
    s_contour ⇐  (s_contour + 1);   

}  /* end of IF-δΨ
k  */   

}  /* end of FOR-CGk  */ 
3. Find the local optimal LOCt,s for the feasible regions 

BFR{(α,β,δ)t=0,..,t_point}s=0,…,s_contour : 
FOR (Each BFR[(α,β,δ)t]s=0,…,s_contour )  

{Find  LOCi,s(α, β)  ⇐   Min. δt,s[(BFR(α, 
β, δ)t=0,..,t_point, s] by using Equation (9);  } 

4. Return the local optimals and the boundary of feasible region 
BFR{(α,β,δ)t=0,..,t_point}s=0,…,s_contour : 
Return (Boundary_of_feasible_region BFR[(α, 
β, δ)t_point]s_contour);  
Return (Local_optimal_orientation  LOC(α, β)i, 
s=0,…,s_contour);  

END.   
4 Copyright © 2002 by ASME 
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Figure 7 shows an example of finding the feasible regions in the 
C-space.  The initial feasible point is first found from the coarse 
grid points, and it is used to launch a detailed search of the 
boundary of the feasible region.  As shown in Figure 7, the 
searching process moves (#1) from the initial feasible point to the 
next candidate point that is also a feasible grid point in the C-space.  
The searching takes a right-turn (#2 move) and the next candidate 
point is an infeasible point that is outside the feasible region.  
According to the algorithm, the searching takes a left-turn (move 
#3), and it finds the next candidate point is still an infeasible point 
in the space, as shown in Figure 7.  The searching takes another 
left-turn (move #4) and it finds a new feasible point after move#4, 
and it takes a right-turn (move #5) to continue the searching of the 
feasible region.  The procedure (moves #5 - #9, etc.) continues until 
the searching returns to the original initial search point, as shown in 
Figure 7.   

6. OPTIMAL TOOL PATH GENERATION BY SMOOTHING 
TOOL ORIENTATION IN THE C-SPACE 
After the feasible tool orientations have been identified for 

each CC point of the tool paths, problems still exist in multi-axis 
machining.  When the sculptured surfaces are complex, especially 
for compound surfaces that consist of multiple surface patches, the 
traditional 5-axis tool path generation methods based on the cusp 
height minimization cause dramatic tool orientation changes during 
the actual 5-axis machining.  A large angle change of tool 
orientations between two sequence CC points may even overrun the 
machine tool joint’s capacity and cause machine errors during 
machining.   

To eliminate such dramatic change of large angles in 5-axis 
machining, a method of smoothing tool orientations is developed 
for 5-axis sculptured surface machining.  Given a set of cutter 
contact paths {CCi}i=0,…,n, the correspondent feasible regions 
{BFRi,k}k=0,…,m can be found for CCi, as discussed in the 
previous section.  After the correspondent feasible regions 
{BFRi,k}k=0,…,m in the C-space have been identified, the tool 
orientations (αi, βi) can be smoothed by the smallest change of tool 
orientations among all the possible feasible regions 
{BFRi,k}k=0,…,m in the C-space.  The smallest change of tool 
orientations can be determined by the shortest C-distance between 
the previous optimal tool orientation (αi-1*, βi-1*) and the next 
candidate local optimal tool orientations (αi,k, βi,k)k=0,…,m of its 
correspondent feasible regions {BFRi,k}k=0,…,m.  The C-distance 
between (αi-1*, βi-1*) and (αi,k, βi,k)k=0,…,m can be found as 
follows: 
C-distancei*  ⇐   

Min.{( ( ) ( )2

,
*

1

2

,
*

1 kiikii ββαα −−− −− )k=0,…,m }i,    

for ∀  i = 1,…,n                              (10)  
For each CC point CCi, the smoothed tool orientation (αi*, βi*) 
can be found by the following algorithm:   
 
Algorithm_II._Optimal Tool Path Generation by Smoothing 
Tool Orientations in The C-Space  
Input:  {CCi}: Given cutter contact path {CCi} and 

i=0,…,numbofCCpoints,  
{BFRi,k}: the correspondent feasible regions found by 

Algorithm_I and k=0,…numbofcontours ; 
{LOCi,k}: the local optimal orientation LOCi,k found by 

Algorithm_I for the given CCi and the BFRi,k 
, where k=0,…,numbofcontours.   
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Output:STO{(αi*,βi*)}:The smoothed_tool_orientations STO{(αi*, 
βi*)} for the given CC paths {CCi};    

1. Initialization:   
k ⇐  0; C_distance_forward ⇐  0;   
C_distance_backward ⇐  0;  

2. Find the optimized tool orientations by forward smoothing 
based on the shortest C-distance: 

    STO_forward ⇐  (α0*, β0*);   
    FOR (Each CCi of the given cutter contact path {CCi}i= 1,…,n )  

{Assign C_distancei* ⇐   Large_Distance;  
FOR (Each local_optimal_point LOCi,k(αi,k, 
βi,k , δi,k)k=0,…, numbofcontours  of the given {BFRi,k}) 

{Find C_distancei,k  ⇐    

( ) ( )2

,
*

1

2

,
*

1 kiikii ββαα −−− −−  by using Equation (10); 

IF (C_distancei,k  <  C_distancei*) 
THEN {Assign C_distancei* ⇐    
       C_distancei,k;   

         Assign (αi*, βi*) ⇐   (αi,k, βi,k); }   
}  /* End of FOR- LOCi,k */ 
Update C_distance_forward <=  C_distance_forward 

+ C_distancei* 
Save (αi*, βi*) into STO_forward;   

} /* End of For-CCi */  
3. Find the optimized tool orientations by backward smoothing 

based on the shortest C-distance: 
STO_backward  ⇐   (αn*, βn*); 
FOR (Each CCi of the given cutter contact path 
    {CCi}i= n-1,…,0)  

{ C-distancei* ⇐   Large_Distance;  
FOR (Each local_optimal_point LOCi,k(αi,k, 
βi,k , δi,k)k=0,…, numbofcontours  of the given {BFRi,k}){ 

{Find C-distancei,k  ⇐   

 ( ) ( )2

,
*

1

2

,
*

1 kiikii ββαα −−− ++  by using Equation 
(10); 

IF (C-distancei,k  <  C-distancei*) 
THEN {Assign C-distancei* ⇐   C-distancei,k;   

Assign (αi*, βi*) ⇐   (αi,k, βi,k);     } 
}   /* End of For- LOCi,k  */ 

Update C-distance_backward <= C-distance_backward 
+ C-distancei* 

Save (αi*, βi*) into STO_backward; 
} /* End of For-CCi */  

4. Find the global optimal tool orientations by both the forward 
and backward smoothings: 
IF (C_didtance_forward  < C_distance_backward ) 
THEN {Return (STO_forward{(αi*, βi*)})i=0,…,n }; }   
ELSE {Return (STO_backward{(αi*, βi*)})i=0,…,n ); } 

END.   
As shown in Figure 6, both Algorithm_I and Algorithm_II are 

used for determining the optimal CL paths from the given CC paths 
{CCi}.  In the first phase, the boundaries of the feasible C-space 
regions and the local optimal orientations are identified using 
Algorithm_I. Then, the global optimal orientations are selected 
5 Copyright © 2002 by ASME 
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based on both the forward smoothing and backward smoothing of 
the local optimal orientations by using Algorithm_II.   

7. COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION AND EXAMPLES  
The presented techniques and algorithms have been 

implemented in a prototype system using C++ programming 
language on Windows NT personal computers.  The input to the 
system is a polyhedral surface model in STL format.  Figure 8 
shows some examples of sculptured surface parts and the tool path 
generation for machining.   

Figure 9 shows some examples of the feasible regions in the 
C-space for the example part surfaces.  Figure 9(a) shows a simple 
concave surface and its feasible C-space region.  Due to the nature 
of concave surfaces, the tool has to be inclined to avoid local and 
rear gouging, as shown in Figure 9(b), which results in the feasible 
region excluding the zero or near-zero inclination (α) angles in the 
C-space.  Figure 9(b) illustrates the feasible region (the blue 
colored region) and the optimal point (the solid circle point in the 
diagram).  Figure 9(c) shows another example surface with global 
collision.  To avoid global collision, the cutter has to be rotated 
with a certain yaw (β) angle, as shown in Figure 9(d). Notice the 
feasible region of Figure 9(d) is much smaller than that of Figure 
9(b) due to the complex surface geometry of the second example.   

Figure 10 shows an example compound surface that consists 
of four surface patches.  The cutter contact (CC) paths are 
generated by using a set of parallel planes for intersection, and the 
tool orientations are initially selected based on the cusp height 
minimization.  Figures 10(b) shows the generated CC paths and 
some example tool motions for machining.  The CC paths pass 
through several different surface patches, as shown in Figure 10(b).  
For demonstration, the tool path (marked in the middle in Figure 
10(b)) that passes through three surface patches is used as an 
example for tool orientation determination.  Notice in Figure 10(b), 
the cutter changes the tool orientation dramatically at the border 
between the adjacent surface patches.   

Figure 11 shows some examples of searching for the feasible 
tool orientation in the C-space for continuous tool motions in 
machining.  Figure 11(a) shows the cutter moves along the first 
surface patch, and the tool orientation (α, β) with the lowest cusp 
height is found in the C-space. There are two feasible regions in the 
C-space based on the part geometry and the cutter geometry, as 
shown in Figure 11(a).  Figure 11(b) shows the cutter moves into 
the intersection region of multiple surface patches.  Notice the 
much smaller feasible region of Figure 11(b) due to the complex 
surface shape at the current CC point.  Figures 11(c) and 11(d) 
show the cutter moves into a new convex surface patch and its 
correspondent feasible regions.  The computational times for 
searching the feasible tool orientations in the C-space of the CC 
points in Figures 11(a)-(d) are 2.554, 1.793, 1.653, and 1.371 
seconds respectively on a PC with Pentium III 850MHz and 64Mb 
SDRAM memory.  

Figure 12 shows an example of considering smooth tool 
motions in selecting alternative tool orientations for machining 
complex surfaces. Figure 12(a) shows the cutter machining a border 
CC point with the tool orientation selected by the cusp height 
minimization method.  Figure 12(b) shows an alternative tool 
orientation at the same CC point as Figure 12(a).  As shown in 
Figure 12(c), there are two feasible regions to machine the CC 
point, and both Figures 12(a) and 12(b) are locally optimal in the 
correspondent feasible regions.  As shown in Figure 12(c), although 
the tool orientation found by the traditional local gouging 
avoidance method has smaller local cusp height (0.26 of Figure 
12(a)), the tool orientation of Figure 12(b) should be selected to 
provide smooth and continuous 5-axis tool motion since it avoids 
the dramatic change of tool orientations when machining the 
compound surfaces.  Figure 13 shows the tool motions of the 
example tool path.  Figure 13(a) shows the tool motions based only 
on cusp height minimization, and the tool has several large changes 
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of tool orientations when it moves into the borders of multiple 
surface patches.  Figure 13(b) shows the much smoother tool 
motions for machining the same example part with the 
consideration of global smooth tool motions and the smallest 
orientation changes.   

Figure 14 shows the searching for the global optimal 
orientations of CC paths by both the forward smoothing and 
backward smoothing methods for the example shown in Figure 13.  
In Figure 14, the dotted lines in the C-Space represent the forward 
smoothing of the example CC path of Figure 13(a), and the solid 
lines show the backward smoothing of the CC path of Figure 13(b).  
Notice that the dotted lines in Figure 14 show the large change of 
tool orientation (α, β) between tool orientations 1 and 2 as well as 7 
and 8 of the forward smoothing CC path depicted earlier in Figure 
13(a).  In Figure 14, the total C-distance of the backward smoothing 
CC path (solid lines) is smaller than that of the forward smoothing 
CC path (dotted lines).  The smaller C-distance of the backward 
smoothing CC-path is selected as the global optimal tool orientation 
for 5-axis machining.  This is because the backward smoothing CC 
path (Figure 13(b)) considers the example surface shape change, 
and in return it results in the smaller orientation changes and 
smoother tool motions.  Figures 13 and 14 show that, by 
considering the global tool motions and the continuity of tool 
orientations, the developed method can generate the optimal multi-
axis tool motions to maintain smooth and continuous tool motions.  
This is especially important when the tools are moving at a higher 
speed and feed rate (for example, high speed machining) in multi-
axis sculptured surface machining.   

8. Conclusions and Future Research 
This paper presents a geometry analysis and C-space searching 

method to find the optimal tool orientations for 5-axis sculptured 
surface machining.  Techniques of constructing the machining 
configuration space (C-space) have been developed to determine 
the feasible tool orientations by considering local gouging, rear 
gouging, global collisions and machine limits.  Both local and 
global surface geometries are considered in determining tool 
orientations for machining.  To overcome the common weakness of 
the dramatic change of tool orientations generated by the traditional 
tool path planning methods, a new method has been developed to 
smooth the tool motions by searching the alternative tool 
orientations in the C-space with the smallest change of tool 
orientations.  The techniques presented in this paper exploit the 
current capabilities of the CAD/CAM systems and the 5-axis 
machining for better NC tool orientation control.  Compared to the 
traditional user-defined tool orientation in tool path generation and 
the graphical error verification, the techniques presented in this 
paper can be used to automatically find the optimal tool 
orientations adaptive to the complex surface shapes.  The method 
presented in this paper can be used to support the automatic 
planning and programming of high performance 5-axis sculptured 
surface machining.   

In the future research, the impacts of the minimum cusp 
heights during the smoothing of tool orientations need to be 
considered in the 5-axis tool path optimization.  To final the global 
optimal tool orientations for compound surfaces (multiple surface 
patches) machining, the optimization and smoothing of tool 
orientations could possibly be conducted in the global machine 
coordinate system instead of the local coordinate system, i.e., the 
(λ, ω)global parameter instead of (α, β)local), with necessary 
coordinate transformation.  The authors are currently looking into 
these possibilities.   
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(c) Global collision 

 
Figure 1. Different types of gouging and interferences in 5-axis 
machining   
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Figure 2. Tilt angle and yaw angle in 5-axis machining 
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(a) Cutting ellipse in 5-axis machining 
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Figure 3.  Changes of the tilt and yaw angles to avoid local and 
rear gouging 
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(b) Cusp height h between the adjacent tool paths  
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Figure 4.  Machined surface error analysis by the cutting ellipse 
shapes and G-map methods  
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(a)  A tool on a planar surface and its feasible region 
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(b)  Local gouging avoidance and the feasible configuration space   
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(c)  Global collision avoidance and the feasible region in the 

machining configuration space 
 
Figure 5.  The feasible machining configuration space  
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Algoritm I:
Searching feasible regions 

and local optimal orientations
for each CC point

Algorithm II:

CC path

Optimal
CL path

Local optimal 
orientations

Forward Smoothing 
and find Σ C_distancei

Select the optimal path 
with Min{Σ C_distancei}

Backward Smoothing
and find Σ C_distancei

 
 

Figure 6.  Overall procedure in the machining configuration 
space for the optimal tool orientation 
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Figure 7.  Boundary search in the configuration space  
by using the edge detection algorithm 
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(a) 
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Figure 8. Examples of tool paths for sculptured surface 
machining (a) Tool path generation for machining a surface,  (b) 
Machining of an example turbine blade 
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 (a) (b) Optimal tool orientation 
in C-space without gouging 
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(c) Avoiding global (d) Optimal tool orientation 
collision in machining in C-space without global  
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Figure 9.  Example of the feasible regions and optimal 
orientations in the configuration space (C-space) by eliminating 
the local gouging and the global collision   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(a) An example of compound sculptured surface and CC path 

generation 
 

 
 

    
(b)  Example of the CC path and the tool path  generation    

 
Figure 10.  Example of a compound sculptured surface and the 
tool path generation  
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   (a) Cutter moves on the first surface and the feasible tool 
orientation in the (α, β) configuration space  

 
 

 
 

(b) Cutter moves into the region where multiple surfaces meet  
 
 

  
 

(c)  Cutter moves onto the second surface and the feasible region 
in the (α, β) C-space 

 
 

 
 

(d)  Cutter continues to move on the second surface 
 
 

Figure 11.  Searching the feasible configuration space and 
generating the continuous tool path along Path B (see Fig. 14)  
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(a) Local optimal tool orientation  (by cusp height minimization) 
 

   

(b) Alternative tool orientation 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) Smoothing tool orientation change by considering continuous 
tool motions 
 
Figure 12.  Global optimization of tool path by backward 
smoothing the tool orientation changes in machining    
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(a) Locally optimized tool paths (surface curvature fitting) for 

machining the example surfaces 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(b)  Globally optimized tool paths by smoothing tool orientation 

change for compound surface machining 
 
Figure 13.  Global optimization and smoothing of continuous 
tool orientation control for 5-axis sculptured surface machining  

 
 

 

 
 
Figure 14.  Finding the global optimal tool path with the 
minimal tool orientation change by both the forward smoothing 
and the backward smoothing 
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